
Charles D. Shuttles 
15 Butterwick CT 
Montgomery Village, MD 20886 

January 7, 2021 

The Honorable Obie Patterson 

201 James Senate Office Building 
11 Bladen Street 
Annapolis, MD 21401 

Dear Senator Patterson, 

I’m writing you in support of SB-0028 that you have sponsored along with Senators Beidle, 

Benson, Cassilly, Ellis, Feldman, Guzzone, Klausmeier, and West that will enhance penalties for 
those who harass or assault sports officials, in line with what more than 24 other states have 
already done.  

As a youth and adult soccer referee, I’ve seen firsthand the problems caused when we can’t 

recruit and retain sports officials because of the increasingly difficult environments a handful of 
spectators have sometimes created at sporting events. I realize that this type of bill won’t be the 

end of bad behavior completely, but it would put a spotlight on a growing problem in Maryland 
and will only help bring awareness to the issue as well as support recruitment of officials. 

Some of the acts that I have personally experienced or witnessed as a referee that I hope the 
stiffened penalties would discourage are as follows:  

● After cautioning an adult recreational indoor soccer player for a reckless foul, the player

yelled expletives at me and intentionally bumped into me. After ejecting the player from
the field and facility I was informed by the staff that the player has a history of altercations

with referees.
● An adult indoor soccer goalie was so upset at a referee for calling a penalty kick that he

kicked a ball into the ceiling directly above the referee and players with such force that it,
luckily, only set off the fire sprinkler system (rather than knocking down light fixtures or

heavy insulation); requiring an emergency response from the local fire department and
closure of the facility for the night.

● A spectator that was directed to leave the sidelines of a soccer match at a competitive
U16 youth soccer game took a box filled with empty water bottles and threw them on the

field in the direction of the referee while screaming expletives.
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● At a competitive U12 youth soccer game, a referee that enforced league rules requiring 
the cancellation of a game for the failure of one team to present required player 

identification cards, was pursued around the field for 10 minutes by angry parents and 
coaches to the point that he called police and began filming the parents with his cell 
phone for his own protection. 

While the above incidents are a pale comparison to the violent attacks on Maryland sport officials 

(e.g., December 2019 UPSL referee assault with injuries), they are an indication that we need 
meaningful changes to the consequences should the above behaviors escalate.  Additionally, I’m 
struck by the truly negative impact to sports both in Maryland and nationally that sports official 

abuse has led to and noted in a survey by the National Association of Sports Officials (NASO): 

● The average age of sports officials across the country is 53 years old 
● Nearly 48% of male officials and 45% of female officials have felt unsafe or feared for their 

safety in connection to officiating. 
● 57% of sports officials believe that sportsmanship is getting worse. Youth, adult 

recreation, and high school levels are identified as the worst sportsmanship levels. 

● Parents (40%), coaches (30%) and fans (18%) cause the most sportsmanship problems. 
● 43% of officials and officiating leaders believe that most new officials quit within the first 

1-3 years. 
● 13% of officials have been assaulted by either a fan, coach, or player. 

● The average starting age for a sports official is now 40-45 years old. Thirty years ago, the 
average starting age for a sports official was 20-25 years old. 

It is my hope that SB-00028 will be passed into law and that sports leagues across Maryland will 

educate all levels of competition that we do not tolerate the abuse of sports officials! 

Sincerely, 

Charles D. Shuttles 
USSF Grassroots Soccer Referee 
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Chairman Smith (MoCo), Vice chairman Waldstreicher 

(Moco), and distinguished members of the Judicial 

Proceedings Committee, good afternoon.  I am grateful for 

the opportunity to introduce SB-28:   

[Ladies and] gentlemen of the committee, sports officials 

all over this nation are under attack – physically, verbally, and 

psychologically.  The type of vitriolic and invective variance 

that only belongs in drunken taverns and fight clubs.  I’m not 

being hyperbolic when I say to you that the profession is in a 

state of emergency.  SB-28 is explicitly designed to not only 

lend the necessary and critical protections to those who 

preside over sporting events in our State, but it also serves to 

put any interested spectator, parent, coach or nomadic 

observer on notice that this behavior is intolerable, nor fitting 

of the preeminent and storied athletic scholarship that our 

State enjoys.  More Division I NCAA athletes are recruited out 

of Maryland than any other state in our Union for basketball; 

it is top 7 for baseball, top 4 for football, and number 1 for 

soccer (APPENDIX A).  In a state that is talent rich, pressures 

to succeed and contracts to fulfill, generates behavior and 

action that is abhorrent, which is often taken out on sports 

officials. 

SB-28 simply attaches officials, umpires, referees, or 

judges who are officiating a sporting event and its immediate 

conclusion, to the criminal law article 3-203 that addresses 
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2nd degree assault generally, subsection (c) for the purposes 

of identifying it in in Criminal Procedure 2-203 - 2-205 under 

the warrantless arrest provision.  Unfortunately, this is a 

necessity born out of a legal realism.  A theory for those of us 

who ascribed to the Sociological School of Jurisprudence (law 

as a tool for promoting justice in society).  Senators, as you 

consider the needfulness of this bill, I offer you this for your 

deliberation.  I want to draw your attention to CR article 3-

708.  It is the provision of law that makes threatening or 

assaulting a state or local elected official a crime (3 yrs 2500); 

also the aforementioned 3-203, the article that makes it a 

specific intent crime to assault a police officer, 

EMT/firefighter, or probation/parole officer in the 

performance of their duties.   

Do these laws proposition that you or they are any better 

or perhaps more important than those who are not 

performing those duties?  Of course not.  What it does is 

recognize that because of the mere nature of their and your 

jobs, and because you will inherently be opposed, sometimes 

violently and impassionedly, simply because they disagree 

with your decisions, additional remedies in the law were 

necessary.  Ladies and gentlemen I submit to you that Sports’ 

officials all over this country experience this exact same fury.    

Affording officers the ability to make an immediate 

arrest for an incident occurring out of his/her presence, 

provided that there is sufficient probable cause to do so, 
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remedies a unique problem that officials face, in which 3-203 

alone cannot address.  Earlier in my testimony I stated that 

Maryland area is unique for its recruiting of Division I 

athletes.  Because of this honored distinction, sporting events 

in our State draw an extraordinary number of travelling teams 

and their fans from out of state.  In these cases in the 

aftermath of an assault, once the suspect is gone, they’ve 

likely committed assault with impunity.   

In many cases, the suspect cannot be identified because 

officials do not have the power to seize someone’s person.  

Or, if an officer observes the perpetrator blocks away after 

the assault, he or she cannot make an arrest, so the 

perpetrator is free to attend another game and assault 

another referee.  Having included the second-degree assault 

of a sporting official to CP 2-203 is a reasonable and judicious 

solution to the problem.    

Ladies and gentlemen of the committee, if referees were 

not in fear for their lives and general safety every day, they 

nor I wouldn’t be here.  It is because collectively we all are, 

we look to our elected officials to help provide resolution.  

Threatening, intimidating, and assaulting a referee is NOT “a 

part of the game”; nor is it heckling, nor is it customary.  It’s 

fleeting sportsmanship and it is a crime. 

For these reasons, I urge a favorable vote for SB-28. 

Thank you, 
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Appendix A 

https://ncaaorg.s3.amazonaws.com/research/pro_beyond/2020RES_HSParticipationMapByState.pdf 
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Where Do NCAA Division I High School
Recruits Come From?

• Baseball

• Men’s Basketball

• Football

• Men’s Soccer

• Wrestling

• Women’s Basketball

• Softball

• Women’s Soccer

• Women’s Volleyball



Percentage of High School Boys Baseball Players Recruited by a Division I School

Notes: Percent derived from the number of DI MBA recruits from 2015-2018 divided by the number of boys baseball participants per state in 2018-19 as
reported by the National Federation of State High School Associations. AK (1.0%) not pictured. No high school data are available for MT, SD or WY.



Percentage of High School Boys Basketball Players Recruited by a Division I School

Notes: Percent derived from the number of DI MBB recruits from 2015-2018 divided by the number of boys basketball participants per state in 2018-19 as
reported by the National Federation of State High School Associations. AK (0.5%) and HI (0.5%) not pictured. 



Notes: Percent derived from the number of DI MFB recruits from 2015-2018 divided by the number of boys football participants per state in 2018-19 as
reported by the National Federation of State High School Associations. AK (0.6%) not pictured. 

Percentage of High School Boys Football Players Recruited by a Division I School

5.0%
HI

5.0%
HI



Percentage of High School Boys Soccer Players Recruited by a Division I School

Notes: Percent derived from the number of DI MSO recruits from 2015-2018 divided by the number of boys soccer participants per state in 2018-19 as
reported by the National Federation of State High School Associations. AK (0.5%) and HI (1.4%) not pictured. WY had no DI recruits during that time.

<0.1
WY



Percentage of High School Boys Wrestlers Recruited by a Division I School

Notes: Percent derived from the number of DI MWR recruits from 2015-2018 divided by the number of boys wrestling participants per state in 2018-19 as reported
by the National Federation of State High School Associations. AK (0.8%) and HI (0.4%) not pictured. VT not included (number of HS participants <120). 

<0.1%
MS

0.0%



Percentage of High School Girls Basketball Players Recruited by a Division I School

Notes: Percent derived from the number of DI WBB recruits from 2015-2018 divided by the number of girls basketball participants per state in 2018-19 as
reported by the National Federation of State High School Associations. AK (0.5%) and HI (1.6%) not pictured. 



Percentage of High School Girls Softball Players Recruited by a Division I School

Notes: Percent derived from the number of DI WSB recruits from 2015-2018 divided by the number of girls softball participants per state in 2018-19 as reported by
the National Federation of State High School Associations. AK (0.8%) not pictured. No high school data are available for SD or WY. DC not included (number of
HS participants <500). VT had no DI recruits during that time.

<0.1%
VT



Percentage of High School Girls Soccer Players Recruited by a Division I School

Notes: Percent derived from the number of DI WSO recruits from 2015-2018 divided by the number of girls soccer participants per state in 2018-19 as
reported by the National Federation of State High School Associations. AK (1.5%) not pictured. 



Percentage of High School Girls Volleyball Players Recruited by a Division I School

Notes: Percent derived from the number of DI WVB recruits from 2015-2018 divided by the number of girls volleyball participants per state in 2018-19 as
reported by the National Federation of State High School Associations. AK (0.2%) not pictured. VT had no DI recruits during that time.

4.5%
HI

<0.1%
VT



James Byrd 
January 9, 2021 

410-2945257
Jbyrd0062@comcast.net 

Clate Jackson 
cjackson@senate.state.md.us 
(410) 841-3092
James Senate Office Building
11 Bladen Street #201
Annapolis, Maryland, 21401

Reference: Bill # SB-0028 

Mr. Patterson, I am 100% in favor of this bill. I have been a football official (Maryland Board of Football 

Officials) and a baseball umpire (Mason Dixon Approved Umpires Association) for 27 years. During my 

time as an official I have been physically assaulted, harassed, verbally abused, and followed by 

disgruntled parents, fans, coaches, and players. Early in my football career, after one high school game 

as I was walking off the field I was hit in the head with a helmet by a player. After several games I have 

been followed to my car while being verbally harassed.  

In most cases we must prepare for as well as remove our gear for our games at our vehicles which 

leaves us vulnerable to such incidents. During my time as a sports official, I have served in various roles. 

My current role in both organizations is training and recruiting new officials. Because of the various 

positions I have held I am made aware of incidents where officials have such issues. There have been 

times that officials are forced to leave the game location with their field gear on and then stop at a 

location nearby to change into more comfortable clothing. I personally know of several situations in 

which officials were assaulted. One ended with an official in shock trauma after a youth football game. 

You do not have to go far to see these types of incidents via social media and the internet. Most recently 

the football official that was thrown to the ground by a player. This was not the first such incident by 

this player. During a playoff game a parent assaulted the PA Announcer because the announcer 

pronounced her son’s name wrong. This same parent during a game earlier in the season that I was 

involved in verbally harassed my and my partner throughout the game and then proceeded to follow us 

to our vehicles and then again verbally harassed us as we were switching from our field uniforms to our 

regular clothes. Fortunately, up until 2011 I was a law enforcement officer so I well versed in handling 

these types of situations and when followed to my car they see that I am involved in law enforcement 

and will “cool” their jets. Most officials are not as lucky.  

There is a nationwide shortage of sports officials at every level and very difficult to retain new young 

officials. The reason is they do not want to deal with these type issues. Most officials at the amateur 

level do not do this for the money but because they love the sport and want to stay involved in the sport 

and help these athletes continue to enjoy the sports that they also love. Additionally, most officials are 

coming from a full-time job along with dealing with the same life issues as everyone else. Thus, an 

individual does not want to do a game, which for some is a form of relaxation/mental therapy.  
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I am a former police officer I know that an on-scene arrest cannot be made for a misdemeanor crime 

not committed in the presence of the officer. I do think this needs to change. People need to know that 

this type of behavior is unacceptable and sets a bad example for the kids.  

It is my hope that this bill passes so that sports officials, young and old can be comfortable knowing that 

if they are assaulted there will be justice.  

 

Respectfully,  

James Byrd 
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Testimonial 
     I have refereed men's lacrosse in the Baltimore-Metro Area since 2007. I currently referee 
youth, high school, and NCAA lacrosse. I have had fans/parents follow me to my car after a 
game at all three levels: 

• A man followed my partner and I from the stadium and then proceeded to stare me down 
from about 20 feet away while I took my referee shirt off after finishing up a game at 
C.M. Wright HS in 2015. 

• After the final whistle, a dad rushed across the field demanding my name and then 
followed me to my car, took a picture of my license plate "so the police could find my 
identity" for him, and would not leave me alone until I drove off because he was so 
displeased with my performance in a summer youth tournament game at LaxSplash in 
2017.  

• In 2019 at Mount St. Mary's University for the NEC Semifinals, a father of a player from 
Sacred Heart University followed myself and the two other game officials to our cars, 
even though we had a police escort from the athletic facility, proclaiming how bad we 
were.  

No harm to my person came from any of these incidents, but the incident where the man took a 
picture of my license plate and refused to get away from my personal space was very 
unnerving. No one should have to endure that kind of treatment, especially for a kids' game. SB-
0028 is common-sense legislation that will protect officials from all sports. 
 
Matt Radebaugh 
410-353-3289  
 



 

 

 

January 9, 2021 

 

RE: Senate Bill 0028 

 

To whom it may concern, 

 

The Maryland Board of Football Officials (MBFO) supports Senate Bill 0028 in its 

entirety. 

 

The MBFO was founded in 1923 and provides High School Football Officiating Services 

for Baltimore City, Baltimore County and Maryland Interscholastic Athletic Association 

High Schools.   
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Senator Patterson, 

 Good morning from the nation's capital! I say that, as I type this email from the basement of the 

Senate building, as I'm presently here serving with the MD Army National Guard. 

  I write you today to request your assistance in getting Senate Bill 0028 passed, to help to 

protect sports officials across MD by making an assault on a sports official a felony, and 

allowing for the police to make arrests of such individuals possible, without having to have 

directly witnessed the assault. 

  As I'm sure you're aware, assault on a sports official have risen tremendously over the years. 

We need this bill passed to help protect us.  

  I presently officiate 6 sports through the high school level, as well as college baseball. And 

while I have never been a victim of this type, I certainly know several who have.  

 Youth, high school and collegiate sports provide physical activity, mental acuity, help to 

develop teamwork, trust, and integrity. Lifelong friendships are forged in arenas and on practice 

fields every day across the nation, and around the world. 

  Sports provide fun, and a mental release from daily stressors such as illness, disease, or 

depression. They need to be protected, and without officials to oversee the games or matches, 

many young people will suffer. 

  I would love to introduce myself some time over the coming days, if you would be so 

amenable. I'd like to fist or elbow bump (in lieu of a handshake, in COVID times) , and ask for 

your support getting this extremely important legislation passed. You'll find my number enclosed 

at the bottom, should you wish to arrange a quick meeting. Thanks for your consideration. 

Best regards, 

Norm Goodman 

512 623 0850 
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To Whom It May Concern 

I, as a soccer referee for more than 25 years, am decidedly for the proposed 

bill. The issue of sport officials abuse is very important and serious and is 
still persistent notwithstanding multiple measures that have been taken so 

far to eliminate it.  

During my 25-year career  as a sport official, working for two major 

Soccer  Referee Associations (MWSRA and CASRA), I experienced abuse and 
harassment on multiple occasions - by players, coaches, and 

spectators/player's parents. 

Abuse may take different forms - either open verbal harassment threats 

made during or after the game, or more resourceful, in the form of 
complaints to the league about the referee whose decisions in the course of 

the game are not appreciated for any reason.  
Such complaints often contain distortion and lies, which may result in 

sanctions against the abused referee. Several years ago, while refereeing a 

youth soccer game, I sent off the field a parent for abusing language 
directed towards me, which resulted in a lengthy complaint to the 

league.  That complaint misrepresented not only what was happening on the 
field but also marred my personality. The referee association, which 

assigned that game, without any investigation, banned me for the whole 
year from doing games for that league, and frankly explained the reason 

-  they did not want any friction with the client. This particular incident 
constitutes, in my opinion double, abuse. That is why I would suggest that 

the new law require that referees are granted a fair investigation and 
hearing before any sanctions against them are taken. After every game we 

file a detailed report on any unusual circumstances, including abuse and 
harassment. Referee Associations should inform us about the outcome of 

those reports. At least in my experience, it almost never happens.  
 

This winter, I have already filed two reports of referee abuse and 

harassment - one from an uncontrolled parent, and the other - from a coach 
refusing to follow COVID rules. 

THe problem is not going anywhere, so I strongly support this effort and 
hope that a new law that better protects us, sport officials, will be eventually 

passed. 

Thank you for your time and attention 

Michael Immerman 
Grass Root Soccer Referee 

8207 Castanea Lane 
Derwood MD 20855 
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301-980-6352 
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